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WELCOME TO GAMMA 4
Gamma 4 is a play & earn, real-time card battle game where gamers can fight
against each other (PvP) or against the environment (PvE), in order to be
rewarded with tokens that can be used both for governance or to purchase
unique NFTs.
Gamma4 is set in a world where a newly discovered living energy source, the Elementi,
binds with multiple races across the galaxy and unlocking powerful abilities. After a
cataclysmic event a planetary battle takes place with the different races choosing sides .
In-game NFTs are collected PVE and PVP activities, the NFT in Gamma4 can be
interacted with players, they are useable as functional NFTs that can be used as ingame characters, cosmetics and can be traded outside of the game’s world.
GAMMA 4 is produced by Bluzelle.

TYPE OF GAME
Gamma 4’s combat system is fairly similar to the one present in other turn-based
RPG card collecting games. During the battle, each player can control up to 3 different
characters, you can win the battle by eliminating all characters from the opponent’s
side.
The combat is pure turn-based, each character’s speed stat will be used to determine
when will they play during combat. Based on character’s body parts, each character can
possess several different abilities during combat.
Using Elementi will also bring a Rock-Paper-Scissors element system into the game to
enhance the battle experiences by equipping them to characters. There are 4 different
Elementi types in the game. Each Elementi type is tied to a certain combat situation,
when one is strong against one other and meanwhile being weak against another.

THE STORY OF GAMMA 4
First contact
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In the distant future, humanity has taken to the stars. Space exploration was slow,
tedious and dangerous. Many lives and ships were lost to the empty void of space and
the perils it holds. That is, until the Human’s capital ship, The Star Bastion, found the
Reality Anchor.
Reality Anchor is a giant construct made by an ancient and long forgotten race, acting
as fixed point in space held by an unknown and advanced technology. Reality Anchor
has two main functions.
First - The main and only processing unit of Zero Sum Elementi quarks, main
component which enables intergalactic travel and makes it an everyday thing. With
these equipped, humanity can travel distances which usually take years in mere
seconds.
Second - The gathering hub of various alien races where they all go for diplomatic,
economic and research purposes. This is where the Humans met with Atari and Cyborg
Goblins, the races that stumbled upon the Reality Anchor. Atari and Cyborg Goblins
weren’t too happy with the new undeveloped Human race but the Reality Anchor is the
place of neutrality.
Among these races walk the Elementi, a mysterious race of symbiotic cosmic beings.
Elementi can use sections of the Reality Anchor that are inaccessible to other races but
it is known that the Elementi didn’t build the Reality Anchor.
Elementi mostly take care of the Reality Anchor and form symbiotic relationships with
those they seem worthy. Not much more is known about them.

Mutant flood and Nebula accord
Humans set colonies on various nearby systems with the help of the Atari and Cyborg
goblins. Most of these planets were seemingly hospitable for humans but, during the
generations, many people died and started mutating due to gravitation and environment
fluxes. This created tension between the Humans, Atari and Cyborg goblins. Humans
tried to help the ever increasing numbers of Mutants but once the mutants spread out to
the moon next to the Atari world, the Atari destroyed the moon in order to ‘stop the
disease spread’.
This incited the first conflict between the races - The Mutant Flood. Even though the
Atari and the Cyborg goblins have more advanced weaponry than Humans and Mutants
(which started to go as a separate faction due to their influence and cultural differences
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with human), they were outnumbered and started to lose. This conflict culminated by the
use of Zero Sum Desolator, Zero Sum Elementi refinery turned weapon.
Zero Sum Desolator killed countless Mutants and Humans, but many lives of Atari and
Cyborg Goblins were also lost. The whole system perished, creating just a Blood
Nebula as a reminder of the terrific power of the weapon.
This was an event that made all races realise that Zero Sum Desolators are too
powerful to use and that the continuous conflict will only end in everyone being killed.
Thus, the Nebula Accord was created, ensuring all races work together.
The peace was created and all races could focus on healing. Alas, something was
awoken in the depths of the space, something that was laying dormant for countless
eons.

Marauder, Crael and the Aspect pulse
A new age of uneasy peace was on. Races and their relations started to heal until
several Cyborg Goblin worlds went off the grid. Human, Mutant, Atari and Cyborg
Goblin leaders delegate about the incidents when a drone of unknown origin landed in
the chamber, announcing a message that they have been noticed by the Crael, the
Death Choir.
Crael are an ancient race, mirror match of the Marauders. Just as the Marauders are
war constructs and pure machine, so are Crael war flesh and pure biomass. Activation
of the Zero Sum Desolator announced the races to the Crael so they are on their way to
devour them, in a display of power.
Marauders, a race of ancient war constructs connected to the Reality Anchor, have
been at war with the Crael for an eternity and are a nomadic race since they are losing
the war. They propose an alliance in exchange of half of their planets to occupy so they
can be close to the Reality Anchor.
Cyborg Goblins ally with the Marauders completely, Mutants reject the mutation in favor
of the Crael. Humas and Atari are divided between both races (some prefer the
machines, some the Crael).
Crael massive organic ships arrive and wreak havoc on various planets. Massive losses
occur on both sides, but the Crael are winning. They begin infesting worlds and reach
the Reality Anchor. At that point, even the races that stood by Crael start being
devoured by them, causing a massive panic among all sides.
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Once the Crael have reached the Reality Anchor, all Elementi gather in the center hall
of the Reality Anchor. They synergize into one large entity, the Elementi Aspect, which
unleashes a massive wave of Elementi energy, purifying the planets and purging all
Crael infestation and corruption.
All races are at unease since the war was going brother against brother for so long.
They start living together but an age of skirmishes, small battles and discord is upon us.
That is, until someone rises to unite them for any future threat.

Council of the Anchor
As time passes, a multitude of smaller factions, tribes and guilds form, each with their
own agenda and goals. Some are held together by race, some by ideology, some by
greed or just being in the same location. One of the faction that stands out and is
gaining in popularity are the Elementi Soothers.
Elementi Soothers promoted bigger synergy with the Elementi, which helped people
make conflicts a rarity. Elementi High Soother Valelsa lead the unification process,
travelling from world to world and gathering various faction and race leaders. She
picked 11 members of each race and they formed the Council of the Anchor, a group of
most worthy people of each race, independent of ideology, status, birth and other
factors.
With the Council, High Soother Valelsa started rebuilding the worlds. A new breeding
and hybrid technology was invented to help with repopulating and intermingling all
races.
The land was starting to heal, everyone starting to live together, breeding technology
and elementi symbiosis was thriving. This all well for a couple of years. Unity was
beginning to form, most of old wounds healed up. That is, until the Unity anniversary
celebration.

Shadow betrayal
On the Unity anniversary celebration, High Soother Ralelsa had a special
announcement regarding the Reality Anchor and the Zero Sum Elementi quarks.
Millions gathered. During her speech, an explosive device shattered the building in
which she was in.
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The shock took people by surprise. Who did this? And why? And what about the big
reveal?
Grief overcome all races. That is, until people started pointing fingers. Each faction,
ideology and race started accusing the other one, unwilling to let go. Conflict arose, new
alliances were formed, some trying to just escape the whole place, some trying to gain
more power, and some trying to figure out what exactly happened and who orchestrated
this new age of conflict. We have stumbled in the middle of this mess and can
choose whichever path we want.

MAIN CHARACTERS OF GAMMA 4
Gamma 4 has two sets of active character groups: (1) Races and (2) Elementi

Races
Gamma 4 has 5 different races from which you build your team and go to battle. Each
race has specific strengths and weaknesses so you must strategise when facing off
against your opponents.
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The Elementi
In Gamma 4, the good and evil forces battle over the power of the Elementi. These
living energy sources can bind to the bodies of the different races, unleashing more for
control of the planet.
Four classes of Elementi (fire, lighting, water, earth)
Unique abilities per class
Every Elementi is unique
Equip up to three Elementi (one per character)
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GAME PROGRESSION
The core progression of the game will have 4 major steps:
Collect Characters - Players can get characters from the shop/gacha or get it
through the marketplace and NFT drops.
Clone Characters - Players will use tokens to clone 2 characters and get offspring
as the result.
Collect Elementi - Players can get elementi from Gacha/Shop or through the
marketplace.
Character enhancement. - Players will use characters through PVE to increase
character levels and stats.
Equip Elementi to character - Players can equip Elementis to their characters to go
to battles.

https://www.figma.com/embed?embed_host=notion&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.
figma.com%2Ffile%2FTmcZACj0KtuG9wClmcw5KR%2FGAME%252FTOKENO
MICS-LOOPS%3Fnode-id%3D0%253A1
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Character Design
How to Collect
Characters can be collected from multiple sources:
Gacha - Players can use IP tokens to get a base-level character from loot boxes.
Free character from FTUE - New players can get some free characters from when
they complete the first tutorial.
In-game rewards - Players can get new characters through PVE or PVP progress.
Marketplace - Players can use one type of token to purchase the Character from
other users. They can also put their character there to sell.
NFT Drops - Early adopters can get characters from NFT drops.

Characteristics
1. Character Stats - Each character will have
Attack - The most basic stats that define the raw damage of that character, this kind
of stats will be affected by Elementi, thus making it become elemental damages
which can cause additional damage bonus when countering.
Defense - The stats that define how much the damage will be reduced before the
characters receive the input damage that will subtract their HP.
Health - This stat will represent the life force of each character. When Health
reaches zero, the character will be considered as death.
Speed - This stat will define which character will take the turn, the higher the speed
the more frequent (or sooner) that character will have a new turn.
Mana - Every action within the character’s turn will cost mana, these actions include
playing card(s), making a normal attack.

2. Character Enhancement - Players can level up characters by using them in PVE
battles or use consumables.
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Elementi Design
How to Collect
The first step is to collect Elementi, Elementi can be collected from 2 sources:
Gacha - Players can use IP tokens to get the Elementi through gacha, Elementi that
is collected by this source will be the base Elementi with base parts.
Marketplace - Players can use one type of token to purchase the Elementi from
other users. They can also put their Elementi there to sell.

Characteristics
The Elementi will have 4 classes: Fire, Ice, Earth, and Lightning, each class is weak
and strong against other classes. Equipping Elementi will grant a character some
advantages and some hindrances:
Fire - Deal 25% extra damage to Earth.
Ice- Deal 25% extra damage to Fire.
Earth - Deal 25% extra damage to Lightning.
Lightning - Deal 25% extra damage to Ice.

Playing Cards
Each body part (excluding the character’s head) will generate a playing card for the
designated character. As part of the NFT asset, each body part and its card will be
unique so that if any character has a given body part, that character will have the same
playing card of that body part. By default:
Each character will have 6 different skill cards that can be used in the battle (5 from
body parts and 1 from Elementi).
When the battle starts, these cards will be multiplied by 3 to form the deck that
contains 18 cards for each character.
The card characteristics will include:
Mana Cost - Each card will have a fixed mana cost, the mana cost of each card can
be altered by the in-game effect or match rules. Eg: In this type of battle, all the
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card’s mana cost will be increased by 1.
Additional Bonuses - Some cards will have additional bonuses that require some
specific Elementi class in order to be activated.
Damage - Some cards (not all) will also deal damage before applying a status
effect to the designated target(s). Card’s final damage will be manipulated by
character stats, bonuses as additions to the base damage value.

Relationship Between Characters and Elementis
Elementis will be considered as equipment or pet that can be equipped/assigned to
characters, each character can only equip one Elementi and each Elementi can
only be assigned to one character at a time.
Elementi will follow the character who it's attached to in battles.
Players can bring characters into battles without Elementi equipped as part of the
FTUE.
When a character is equipped with an Elementi, players will have 5 playing cards
from body parts and 1 playing card from the Elementi itself.
The character’s visual (VFX) might change depending on which Elementi is
currently being used.

Engagement Capping
One kind of currency - Energy will be consumed when players participate in battles.
Playing either PvP or PvE battles will cost 5 energy.
Energy will fully be recovered when a new day starts.

BATTLE SYSTEM
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https://www.figma.com/embed?embed_host=notion&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.
figma.com%2Ffile%2FH4su6zFnEbYTh65gsDdQoq%2FCharacter-based-Flow%
3Fnode-id%3D0%253A1

When the battle starts, each character will have his own card deck of 18 cards (15 cards
if without Elementi). Each character will have a random Initiate Progression from 1% to
5% (more info about this can be found Here), then the battle sequence will start as the
steps below:
Step 1 - New turn starts
Step 2 - The Initiate Progression will be updated based on its calculation methods.
Step 3 - A character who has the highest Initiate Progress completion will be
selected to go this turn.
Step 4 - That character Mana will be regenerated.
Step 5 -The game will check this character card deck to see if there is a sufficient
amount of card to draw.
Step 5.1a - If there is enough card, draw 1 card then process to Step 6
Step 5.1b - If there isn’t any card left, this character will take Attrition Damage
(the level of damage will depend on its progress). This step has 2
consequences:
If the character survives Attrition Damage > move to step 6.
If the character dies because of the Attrition Damage > move to step 7.
Step 6 - The players will decide to play card(s), make normal attacks.
Step 7 - After all actions are finished and Initiate Progression is updated with new
changes (if any), end this turn.
Step 8 - The game will check to see if one side is completely eliminated.
Step 8.1 - If both sides still have at least 1 surviving character then new turn will
start > Start from Step 1 again.
Step 8.2 - If one or both sides are completely eliminated then process to step 9.
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Step 9 - Battle Result
Win - Opponent’s side is eliminated.
Lose - Player’s side is eliminated.
Lose - Both sides are eliminated. (PVE only)
Draw - Both sides are elminated. (PVP only)

Visual Representation
Character State
Characters will have different poses/animations depending on each combat situation or
when in player’s inventory or in the store.

In player’s inventory and Store
Idle animation (relaxed pose).
Reaction animation (happen when players tap on that characters).

In battle
Idle animation (battle pose).
Go forward animation to make an attack (depending on the character design)
Attack animations:
Normal attack animation
Card attack animation (unique per card)
Note: Depending of the number of hits that would be presented visually (for
both normal and skill attacks), the amount of inflicted damage that show per hit
will be part of the total damage that the target will receive.
For example: Whenever character A make a normal attack, he will hit the target
3 times visually, in this moment the amount of damage popup each time per hit
will be part of the total damage that the target will receive.
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Wounded animation.
Disabled idle.
Death animation.
Spawn animation.
Win animation.
Lose animation.
Run animation.

Elementi State
In Player’s Inventory & Store
Spawn animation
Idle animation (relaxed pose).
Reaction animation (happen when players tap on that characters).

In Battle
Spawn animation
Idle animation (battle pose).
Death animation.
Win animation.
Lose animation.

Damage & Effects
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Each effect will have its own vfx and icon.
Damage/buff text will have its own color and vfx depending on some condition:
Damage that inflicts to foe or friendly units will have different colors for each hit
type (more info about Hit Types can be found in HERE) as:
Blocked damage.
Normal hits.
Advantage hits (Elementi advantage).
Crushing hits.
Critical Strikes.
Buff/debuff text will also have different colors if target friendly units or foes.

FULL GAME LOOP
1. Home Screen

2. PVP Lobby
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3. Formation

4. Finding Opponent
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5. Versus

6. Battle
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7. Rewards

GENETIC BREEDING
In Gamma 4 breeding is done through genetic selection. Different races are selected,
their DNA is extracted to genetically bred in large laboratories. At times they come out
as expected but also sometimes they do not.
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Characteristics
Cloning System
The breeding system will allow players to create a new character by matching 2
characters together in the breeding tank.
Each character will contain X amount of breeding material called Essence.
Each time a character is used for breeding, the amount of Essence will be
subtracted by 1 and when the character’s essence pool is totally depleted, players
will not be able to use that character for cloning again.
For every breeding session, players will need to have a sufficient amount of tokens
When the breeding is successful, the offspring will start developing inside the
breeding tank for X amount of day - This duration will be called Spawning Time.
When the spawning time is over, players will receive a new character as the
offspring of the given pair.
The offspring will receive body parts and different genes depending on its parents,
there is also a chance for the mutation to happen.
The characters will be divided into 2 groups:
Unique groups - Characters that are designed and created by developers.
Descendant groups - Characters that are created/bred by players.

Character Genetics & Body Parts
Each character will have 15 genes and they are contained a gene pool:
Body Parts

Dominant Gene

Recessive 1

Recessive 2

Body

DGen1

RGenA1

RGenB1

Right Arm

DGen2

RGenA2

RGenB2

Left Arm

DGen3

RGenA3

RGenB3

Right Leg

DGen4

RGenA4

RGenB4

Left Leg

DGen5

RGenA5

RGenB5

Only dominant genes will determine each character’s body parts.
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During breeding, there are chances that the parent’s dominant/recessive genes will
be passed down to offspring and become its dominant or recessive genes.

Size Charts
Offspring’s size will be randomized.
Unique characters’ sizes are fixed.

Character Races
Characters will have 4 basic races (for now) and 1 hidden race as Mutant, however,
these races can be mixed through breeding. Offspring’s race will be defined as below
conditions:
If parents are from the same races then the offspring will be that race 100%.
Eg: an offspring from 2 human parents will be human.
If parents are mixed races then the offspring will have chance to inherit one of the
parents’ race and he will also have a hybrid tag.
Eg: Breeding a human and a goblin will result in an offspring, that offspring’s can
either be defined as human or goblin (chosen randomly). If it’s goblin (or human), its
race will be Hybrid Goblin.
If parents are both hybrids then the offspring will have chance to inherit one of the
parents’ race along with the hybrid tag.
If the offspring is a Mutant, then its race and its offspring’s race will always be
mutant.

Genetics Inheritance
During genetic breeding, each gene from the parents will have chances to be passed
down to the offspring, but only genes that fall into Offspring’s Dominant category will
define its body parts. The chance of each body part’s gene to be passed to offspring per
parent would be:
Dominant gene: 38% chance to be passed down to offspring.
Recessive: 9% chance to be passed down to offspring.
Mutation: 3% chance to be passed down to offspring.
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The data above is for data sampling purposes.
Example:
Suppose that:
Parent 1 will have
Body Parts

Dominant

Recessive 1

Recessive 2

Part 1

GenA1

GenA2

GenA3

Part 2

GenB1

GenB2

GenB3

Part 3

GenC1

GenC2

GenC3

Part 4

GenD1

GenD2

GenD3

Part 5

GenE1

GenE2

GenE3

Parent 2 will have
Body Parts

Dominant

Recessive 1

Recessive 2

Part 1

GenA4

GenA5

GenA6

Part 2

GenB4

GenB5

GenB6

Part 3

GenC4

GenC5

GenC6

Part 4

GenD4

GenD5

GenD6

Part 5

GenE4

GenE5

GenE6

Then when calculating the Body Part 1 of the Offspring the chances for which gene
will be selected as follow:
Parent 1
GenA1 (Dominant) - 38%
GenA2 (Recessive 1) - 9%
GenA3 (Recessive 2) - 3%
Parent 2
GenA4 (Dominant) - 38%
GenA5 (Recessive 1) - 9%
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GenA6 (Recessive 2) - 3%
One of the genes above will be selected as Body Part 1’s Dominant gene of the
Offspring and define its body part 1.
After Body Part 1’s Dominant gene is defined, choose one of the remainders as
Body Part 1’s Recessive 1 pool and one as Body part 1’s Recessive 2 pool.
(totally random)

Mutations
Mutation is the process when a gene is transformed into a completely new gene
randomly. After all Dominant and Recessive genetics are determined, the game will start
to define how many genes and which will be mutated. The chance of mutation will be:
Number of Mutation

Mutation Chance

Chance to become a Mutant

0 Mutation

28%

0%

1 Mutation

38%

0%

2 Mutations

23%

2%

3 Mutations

8%

7%

4 Mutations

2%

23%

5 Mutations

0.7%

70%

6 Mutations

0.3%

90%

Important Note: Mutations will only affect Recessive genes and not change any
Dominant ones.

Chance to become Mutants
During spawning, the offspring will have chances to become mutants, the higher the
number of mutation happens, the higher the chance that character will become mutant.
Mutant will have new characteristics as:
All of its body parts and gene pools will become mutated and be stronger than
normal version.
Any body part will have a mutated version that not only look slightly different but
also have bonus effect.
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Mutants can only be matched with other mutants for cloning, players will not be able
to match a mutant with any other normal race for cloning.
Cloning Mutants will have chance to receive completely new gen/body parts that are
not mutated version of any other body part.
Example: cloning 2 mutants will have chance to get an arm named Spiked
Tentacles, this arm is not a mutated version of any arm from normal race. Instead
it’s the completely new body part that only available for mutants.

Example:
Scenario 1: Receive Mutations without turning to Mutant
Offspring stats
Body Parts

Dominant

Recessive 1

Recessive 2

Part 1

GenA4

GenA5

GenA6

Part 2

GenB4

GenB5

GenB6

Part 3

GenC4

GenC5

GenC6

Part 4

GenD4

GenD5

GenD6

Part 5

GenE4

GenE5

GenE6

Suppose that this offspring will get 5 mutation when it’s spawned then the 5
mutations will be distributed randomly into Recessive 1 and Recessive 2 pools.
The result would be
Body Parts

Dominant

Recessive 1

Recessive 2

Part 1

GenA4

GenA5 (New Gen)

GenA6 (New Gen)

Part 2

GenB4

GenB5

GenB6

Part 3

GenC4

GenC5 (New Gen)

GenC6 (New Gen)

Part 4

GenD4

GenD5

GenD6

Part 5

GenE4

GenE5 (New Gen)

GenE6

There will be clear highlights which genes are swapped new when viewing
character’s info.
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Scenario 2: Receive Mutations without turning to Mutant
Offspring stats
Body Parts

Dominant

Recessive 1

Recessive 2

Part 1

GenA4

GenA5

GenA6

Part 2

GenB4

GenB5

GenB6

Part 3

GenC4

GenC5

GenC6

Part 4

GenD4

GenD5

GenD6

Part 5

GenE4

GenE5

GenE6

Suppose that this offspring will get 6 mutations (which swap random recessive gens
to a completely new ones) and become a mutant when it’s spawned then the 6
mutations will be distributed randomly into Recessive 1 and Recessive 2 pools and
all of its genes and body parts become mutated.
The result would be
Body Parts

Dominant

Recessive 1

Recessive 2

Part 1

GenA4 (Mutated)

GenA5 (New and

GenA6 (New and

Mutated)

Mutated)

Part 2

GenB4 (Mutated)

GenB5 (Mutated)

GenB6 (Mutated)

Part 3

GenC4 (Mutated)

GenC5 (New and
Mutated)

GenC6 (New and
Mutated)

Part 4

GenD4 (Mutated)

GenD5 (Mutated)

Part 5

GenE4 (Mutated)

GenE5 (New and
Mutated)

GenD6 (New and
Mutated)
GenE6 (Mutated)

There will be clear highlights which genes are new and which are mutated when
viewing character’s info.

Breeding Sequence
Step 1 - Players will need to open the breeding screen.
Step 2 - Select characters for cloning, only characters who still have Essence can
be selected.
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Step 3 - Tap the Breed button.
Step 4 - If players have a sufficient amount of tokens then the cloning scene (VFX)
will be played.
Step 5 - After the breeding scene players will receive the breeding pod that contains
the embryo with the Spawning timer.
Step 6 - When the Spawning timer ends, the new character will be generated, then
players can set a new name for it (auto-generated or manually).

GAME ASSETS AND ITEMS
Gamma 4 has the following game assets that the player will be able to own and trade
which helps with the game play.

Card NFTs
Each of the races will have cards sold as NFTs which will give them certain privileges in
Gamma 4, including:
1. Allow the player to start breeding as soon as the game is out.
2. Each character has 6 changeable body parts. At the start of the game, when
players will start breeding, that will give an incredible amount of possible variations.
3. Early access to additional drops

Elementi NFTs
The four types of Elementi will have their own NFTs

MARKETPLACE
The game will have several systems that allow players to trade, manage and invest their
NFT materials:
Shop - A place that players can use tokens to purchase Characters/Elementis and
other resources.
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Treasury - This is a system that will allow players to deposit tokens to get IP tokens
as interest rate for a period of time and also the place that collects all the
transaction fees.
Inventory - It will help players manage and arrange their Elementi/Characters.

Shop
The shop will contain several components to serve different purposes in the game:

NFT Marketplace
This place will allow players to buy/sell their Elementi/Characters or
cosmetic/consumables. This shop can be accessed from:
In-game market.
Develop a web portal that allows players to browse the NFT marketplace from any
web browser.

Gacha Loot Boxes
This system will allow players to get Elementi/Characters by using IP tokens. Gacha will
have several types:
Limited gacha: This type of gacha will only be available for a limited time, it contains
limited contents that cannot be found elsewhere.
Standard gacha: This kind of gacha will not be time-bound and players can see
them anytime in the shop.
Each gacha pull will allow players to pull 1x or 10x at the same time, [Should have] 10x
pull will be guaranteed to have some higher rarity rewards.

Treasury
It will be a place to collect all the transaction fees from players’ activities:
Breeding.
Pull gachas.
Purchase items/characters/elementi in the marketplace.
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Tournament entry fee.

Inventory
Inventory will be a place where players can manage their characters, elementi and set
up the battle formation.
Allow players to equip/unequip elementi to/from designated characters.
Sorting options that allow players to sort the character/elementi list by names or
rarity.
Assign/Unassign or arrange designated characters in the formation.

Within the shop menu, elementi and characters will be displayed in
different shop tabs.
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